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Week 3: MPI

Day 01 :: Control structures,
vectorization, memory issues

But first of all: who are these guys??

--- lectures ---
Ivo Sbalzarini 
<ivos@mpi-cbg.de>

--- exercises ---
Pietro Incardona
<incardon@mpi-cbg.de>

MOSAIC Group, TU Dresden & MPI-CBG
(mosaic.mpi-cbg.de)

Lecture syllabus

Monday: 
Control structures, communication models, performance evaluation
Pipelining and vectorization, memory issues and pointers

Tuesday:
Message passing basics, MPI 1: point-to-point and collective comm.

Wednesday:
MPI 2: derived data types, data packing, process groups and 
communicators, virtual topologies, error handling, parallel debugging

Thursday:
Domain decomposition, load balancing, hybrid particle-mesh methods

Friday:
Abstractions, parallel libraries
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Lecture web page

http://mosaic.mpi-cbg.de/?q=education/courses/DCAMM

You can find there:

Program
slides, exercise assignments, sample solutions, codes 

Control Structures &

Communication Models

A parallel program must specify

§ Control structure
- Concurrency

§ Communication model
- Interaction between concurrent tasks

§ Conceptual view of the types of available 
operations (compute model).

§ Independent of specific language syntax and 
hardware architecture
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Loose categories

§ Data parallelism
• Vector processors
• OpenMP, HPF, Co-Array Fortran, Vectoral

§ Shared memory
• Parallelism is not specified by data independence
• Programmer is in control
• OpenMP parallel regions, threads, UPC, Linda

§ Message passing
• Data transfer between processes requires action from 

both processes
• Independent of interconnect or memory architecture
• MPI is one specific realization

Some definitions

§ Process
A Process is an address space

§ Thread
A thread is characterized by a program 

counter and an execution stack

§ A single process may have one or several 
threads associated with it (POSIX multi-thread 
standard)

Control structures

§ Organization
- Operate under centralized control of a single control 

unit (Master processor)
- Work independently, all processes are equal

§ SIMD
- Single Instruction (all processes execute same ops)
- Multiple Data (each proc works on different data)

§ MIMD
- Multiple Instruction (each proc executes different ops)
- Multiple Data (each proc works on different data)
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SIMD processors

§ Examples include many early parallel machines
- Illiac IV, Connection Machine, MasPar, MPP,…

§ Found in today’s co-processors
- SSE (16*8bit, 8*16bit, 4*32bit), GPUs

§ Relies on regular structure of computations
- Streaming Processing
- Kernel computations (linear algebra, FFTs, …)

MIMD processors

§ Current-generation supercomputers
- Shared memory

- Multi-processor PCs, SGI Origin, CRAY X1

- Distributed memory
- Beowulf clusters, CRAY XT, IBM BlueGene

§ Usually SPMD programming paradigm
- Single Program Multiple Data
- Same program runs on all processors, behavior is 

conditional on process ID (e.g. MPI)
§ MPMD programming paradigm

- Multiple Program Multiple Data
- Each processor executes a different program (e.g. PVM)

SIMD vs. MIMD

§ SIMD platforms
- Special-purpose, not suited for arbitrary programs
- Expensive (special hardware required)
- Single control unit = less hardware needed
- Need less memory (only one copy of the program)

§ MIMD platforms
- Suitable for broad range of applications
- Inexpensive (off-the-shelf hardware)
- Need more memory (OS and program on each proc)
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What about the others?

§ SISD
- Single Instruction Single Data
- Not a parallel platform, strictly sequential 

§ MISD
- Multiple Instruction Single Data
- Not used since the result may depend on the 

sequence of instructions (non-determinism, race 
conditons)

Communication Models

§ Two primary forms of exchanging data between 
parallel processes
- Accessing a shared data space 
- Exchanging messages

§ Platforms that provide a shared data space:
- Shared memory platforms
- “Mutiprocessors”

§ Platforms that support messaging:
- Message passing platforms (e.g. MPI)
- “Multicomputers”

Shared memory platforms

§ Components
- Set of processors
- One memory, accessible to all processors

§ Inter-processor communication
- Modify data objects stored in the same memory
- Locking and semaphores are important
- Memory bottlenecks!!

§ Flavors of shared memory
- UMA (uniform memory access)
- NUMA (non-uniform memory access)
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UMA and NUMA shared memory platforms

§ UMA: memory access time is the same for all procs
§ NUMA: different procs have different access times
§ Differ with respect to locality

- Algorithm must exploit locality for performance on NUMA
§ Easy communication

§ Read/write visible to all other processors
§ Tricky coordination

- Locking/Coordination of shared data
- Critical program sections (e.g. in OpenMP)

§ Cache coherence 
- Automatic or explicit flush of cache to memory before 

sharing of data

Message passing platforms

§ Components
- Set of processes
- Each process has its own, excusive memory (space)

§ Inter-process communication
- Exchange of data using explicit send/receive 

operations (e.g. using MPI, PVM libraries)
§ Examples

- Clusters of workstations (e.g., Beowulf)
- Compute Grids/Clouds (e.g., Amazon EC2)
- Multicomputers (CRAY XT, IBM BlueGene, …)

Advantages of message passing

§ Universality
• Works on all hardware architectures
• Works on shared and distributed memory

§ Completeness
• All parallel algorithms can be expressed
• Turing-complete

§ Performance
• No memory bottlenecks
• Carefully hand-crafted communications
• No theoretical speedup limit
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Message passing vs. Shared memory

§ Message passing
- Only requires a network
- More involved to program since all send/receive 

operations need to be coded explicitly
- In theory unlimited scalability

§ Shared memory
- Special hardware (memory controller, backplane) 

needed
- Easy to program, “automatic parallelization” of loops
- Limited scalability due to memory bottlenecks and 

race conditions

The ideal parallel architecture…

§ Parallel Random Access Machine (PRAM)
- Parallel extension of Random Access Machines 

(RAM)

§ PRAM model
- p processors
- Global UMA memory
- Common clock for all processors
- Processors may execute different instructions in each 

clock cycle
- Concurrent-read, concurrent-write memory access

So why not??

§ Physical complexity of PRAMs
- Processors and memories are connected via switches
- Switches must operate in O(1) time
- For p processors and m words of memory, the switch 

complexity is O(mp)
- Not realizable for meaningful values of p and m!
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Performance 
evaluation

Computational Cost

§ Total Execution time on all processors
- t(1): execution time (wall-clock) on a single processor
- ti(Nproc): execution time (wall-clock) on processor i out 

of Nproc processors

- Cost: Cp(Nproc) = Nproc * MAXi(ti(Nproc))

- Cost-optimal algorithm: cost to solve the problem on 
Nproc processors is equal to cost to solve it on a single 
processor

Speedup factor

§ How many times faster the problem is solved on 
Nproc processors than on a single processor

- Speedup

- N(1) and N(Nproc) are the problem sizes
- The maximum speedup is Nproc (linear speedup). 

Superlinear speedup, i.e. S(Nproc)>Nproc is an artifact
of using a sub-optimal sequential algorithm or cache.
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Communication overhead

§ Ratio between time spent communicating and 
time spent computing in a program

- Communication overhead = 
(communication time)/(computation time)

- The communication overhead usually grows with 
increasing Nproc, leading to S(Nproc)<Nproc.

Strong scaling and weak scaling

§ Strong scaling
§ Problem size does not change with the number of 

processors, so the amount of work per processor 
decreases

§ Weak scaling
§ Problem size increases proportionally to the number 

of processors, so the amount of work per processor 
remains constant

§ Strong scaling is harder to achieve because the 
communication overhead grows.

Parallel Efficiency

§ Fraction of the time the processors are being 
used for computation

- Efficiency: E(Nproc) = t(1)/(ti(Nproc)*Nproc) = S(Nproc)/Nproc

- The efficiency is between 0 and 1 (or 0% and 100%) 
with a ideal program achieving 100% efficiency.
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Scalability

§ Increase of the system size leads to a 
proportional increase of the result

- Hardware scalability: larger hardware (more 
processors) leads to proportionally better 
performance.

- Software scalability: Increasing the input data leads to 
a bounded increase in the number of computational 
steps.
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Interconnect characteristics

§ Bandwidth
§ Number of bits that can be transmitted per unit time 

(bits/sec).
§ Latency

§ Time to send a message of length 0 bits. Software and 
hardware overhead to open a network connection (ms).

§ Diameter
§ Minimum number of hops between two maximally 

distant nodes in the network. 

Communication time = diam*(latency + msg_size/bdwth)

Deadlock

§ Inter-process communication is blocked 
eternally because of a circular dependence.

- Example:
node 1 wishes to send to node 2; 
node 2 wishes to send to node 3; 
node 3 wishes to send to node 1; 

- Dining philosophers problem (Dijkstra): Deadlock if 
everyone holds the right chopstick and waits for the 
left one.

Synchronity

§ Synchronous communication: sender and 
receiver must execute the communication at the 
same time. If one is not ready, the other one has 
to wait.

§ Asynchronous communication: send and 
receive can occur at shifted times. The 
messages are buffered by the communication 
system and/or notifications are sent to the 
receiver.
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Amdahl’s law

§ Upper bound for the speedup of a given 
program (fixed-size problem, strong scaling).

- f: serial fraction, i.e. fraction of the program that 
cannot be parallelized  

- Maximum speedup with an infinite number of 
processors is 1/f. If, e.g., 5% of the program are 
sequential, the speedup can never exceed 20.

Gustafson’s law

§ Sequential part of the program does not scale 
with the problem size (scaled-size problem, 
weak scaling).

- s: sequential part, p: parallel part

- The serial fraction f decreases with increasing 
problem size, thus               for n à ∞

- “Any sufficiently large program scales well.”

€ 

S→ n

Pipelining
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Pipeline parallelism: history

- 1981: 4.77 MHz 8088 in IBM PC
- 1989: 33 MHz 80486
- 1998: 200 MHz Pentium PRO
- 2004: 3 GHz Pentium IV (20-stage pipeline)
- 2016: 2.9…3.6 GHz Core i7 (168-stage pipeline)

- 1000-fold increase in clock rate in 35 years
- 100s of instructions in processing at once
- Pipelining as main source of performance gain in last 

decade
- “Superscalar architecture”

Instruction parallelism with pipelining

§ Overlapping multiple instructions in execution in 
a single processor

§ Each instruction consists of:
• Fetch
• Decode
• Execute
• Write 

• Pipelining does not speed up the execution time 
for a single instruction, but speeds up program 
execution

Example: 4-stage pipeline

4-stage pipeline

Fetch instruction 2
while decoding 
instruction 1, etc…
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Comparison to single-cycle processor

Single-cycle processor: 16ns to execute 4 instructions
4-stage pipeline: 8ns

Prerequisites and issues

§ Memory must operate in one cycle (caches!)
§ Instructions within the pipeline must not depend 

on each other’s results (otherwise the pipeline 
“stalls”)

§ Memory read/write must be coordinated in order 
not to overwrite new results with old ones

§ If branches cannot be predicted, the pipeline 
stalls

§ All instructions must fit into the common pipeline 
stage structure

Data parallelism with pipelines (SIMD)

§ Execute same instruction (sequence) over a 
vector

§ Assembly belt 
§ Assume each element has to be multiplied by 2, 

then 3 added, then sqrt taken. Stream the data 
trough the pipeline, each stage does one of the 
3 operations on the piece of data currently 
passing through

§ One complete result exits in each clock cycle 
once the pipeline is filled
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Upper bound for pipeline speedup

§ Pipeline of length p has a fill time (pipeline 
latency) of p-1 cycles

Upper bound for pipeline speedup

§ Pipeline length p equals number of operations
§ Latency (fill time) is p-1
§ One work unit finishes per clock cycle thereafter
§ So for n work units the speedup is max:

€ 

S =
np

(p −1) + n

Vectorization
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What is vectorization?

§ Execution of an operation on a whole vector of 
data simultaneously 

§ SIMD parallelism
§ Can be implemented by vector registers and 

vector ALUs (e.g., Intel SSE)

C(1:5)=A(1:5)+B(1:5)
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Where is it found?

§ Co-processors
• SSE, SSE2, SSE3, AltiVec, 3DNow!

§ Traditional vector supercomputers
• CRAY YMP, NEC SX series

§ Digital Signal Processors
• GPUs, Cell BE

§ Game consoles
• X-Box, Wii, PlayStation

Why does it work?

§ Exploit regular structure of computation to 
achieve data independence

§ Hardware acceleration for loops
§ Reduces the semantic gap between hardware 

and software
§ Allows more aggressive compiler optimization 

(regular data structure guaranteed)
§ Eliminate branch misprediction penalty 
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Example: Intel Fortran compiler

mpif90 -FR -axP -fpp -O3 -msse3 -tpp7 
-I../include -I/usr/local/include 
-c __dem_module_io.f 
-o dem_module_io.o

__dem_module_io.f(944) : (col. 15) 
remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED.

__dem_module_io.f(944) : (col. 26) 
remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED.

__dem_module_io.f(962) : (col. 12) 
remark: LOOP WAS VECTORIZED.

Prerequisite: Data Independence

§ Loop-carried dependence: dependence 
between instructions from different iterations of 
a loop 

DO I=1,N
A(I+1) = A(I)*B(I)

ENDDO

DO I=1,N
D(I) = A(I-1)*D(I)
A(I) = B(I)+C(I)

ENDDO

Cyclic dependence

Backward dependence

Loop vectorization

§ Convert a single-statement loop into a vector 
operation 

DO I=1,N
A(I) = B(I)+C(I)

ENDDO

A(1:N)=B(1:N)+C(1:N)
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Loop distribution

§ Multi-statement loops need to be broken down 
to single-statement loops before they can be 
vectorized 

DO I=1,N
S1
S2
…
Sn

ENDDO

DO I=1,N
S1

ENDDO
DO I=1,N

S2
ENDDO
…
DO I=1,N

Sn
ENDDO

Loop distribution: Example

• Inner loop is viewed as a single statement in the 
outer loop 

• Only inner-most loops are vectorized!

DO I=1,100
C(I,J)=0
DO K=1,100

C(I,J)=C(I,J)
+A(I,K)*B(K,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

DO I=1,100
C(I,J)=0

ENDDO
DO I=1,100

DO K=1,100
C(I,J)=C(I,J)
+A(I,K)*B(K,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

Problem: backward dependence

• Multi-statement loops can not be vectorized if 
there is a (backward) data dependence

S2 of iteration i delivers result to S1 of iteration i+1
§ Backward dependence: loop-carried 

dependence on a syntactically preceding 
statement.

DO I=1,N
D(I) = A(I-1)*D(I)   ! S1
A(I) = B(I)+C(I)     ! S2

ENDDO
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Problem: backward dependence

• Result would be invalid if loop was distributed 
and S1 and S2 vectorized

• Only loops without backward dependence can 
be distributed  

Statement re-ordering

• Some backward dependencies can be removed 
by re-ordering the statements inside a loop  

DO I=1,N
D(I) = A(I-1)*D(I)   ! S1
A(I) = B(I)+C(I)     ! S2

ENDDO

DO I=1,N
A(I) = B(I)+C(I)     ! S2
D(I) = A(I-1)*D(I)   ! S1

ENDDO

Is distributable as it has no backward dependence!

Cyclic dependences

• All data are fetched (vector registers filled) 
before the execution of a vector statement

§ A(2:N+1) = A(1:N)*B(1:N) is invalid as the old 
values of A(1:N) would be used to compute the 
new values of A(2:N+1).

§ A single-statement loop cannot be vectorized 
if there is a cyclic dependence

DO I=1,N
A(I+1)=A(I)*B(I)

ENDDO
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Loop interchange

• Some cyclic dependences can be resolved by 
interchanging inner and outer loops  

DO I=1,N
DO J=1,N

A(I,J+1) = 
A(I,J)*B(I,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

DO J=1,N
DO I=1,N

A(I,J+1) = 
A(I,J)*B(I,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO No cyclic dependence

DO J=1,N
A(1:N,J+1) = 

A(1:N,J)*B(1:N,J)
ENDDO

Loop sectioning

• The length of the vector registers in general 
does not match the number of loop iterations

• Loops are broken (sectioned) into several loops, 
whose length corresponds to the one of the 
vector registers, and a remainder loop

• The longer the remainder loop the better the 
vectorization performance (longer vectors)

Vector length

• Each operation in the vector ALU takes the 
same amount of time, regardless of how full the 
vector registers are

• Longer vectors (ideally completely filling the 
vector registers all the time) lead to better 
performance

• Performance tools report average vector length 
and % of vectorized loop iterations at runtime:
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Program trace profile: Example

Example from NEC SX-5 using ftrace

*-----------------------------------*
FLOW TRACE ANALYSIS LIST

*-----------------------------------*   

Execution : Thr Jul 16 11:28:13 1998                  
Total CPU : 0:00'03"852                               
EXECUTION TERMINATED BUT NOT IN MAIN PROGRAM.           

STOPPED  AT subc     
CALLED FROM subb     
CALLED FROM test    

PROG.UNIT FREQUENCY EXCLUSIV          AVER.TIME    MOPS MFLOPS  V.OP   AVER. I-CACHE O-CACHE
TIME[sec](  %  )     [msec]                 RATIO  V.LEN  MISS    MISS       

subc             26     3.853(100.0)    148.180  1391.6  518.3  99.32  256.0  0.0013  0.0007  
subb              1     0.000(  0.0)      0.087    10.8    0.0   0.00    0.0  0.0000  0.0000  
suba              1     0.000(  0.0)      0.053    11.9    0.0   0.00    0.0  0.0000  0.0000  
test              1     0.000(  0.0)      0.007    12.8    0.0   0.00    0.0  0.0000  0.0000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
total            29     3.853(100.0)    132.856   1391.5 518.3  99.32  256.0  0.0014  0.0008

Vector length

• Only the innermost loop can be vectorized
• Swap loops to have the longest one vectorized 

(larger vector length)

DO I=1,1000
DO J=1,3

A(I,J) =
A(I,J)*B(I,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

DO J=1,3
DO I=1,1000

A(I,J) = 
A(I,J)*B(I,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

Vector length <= 1000Vector length <= 3

Loop unrolling

• Faster execution even on scalar machines
• Less loop overhead
• Longer vectors

DO I=1,1000
DO J=1,3

A(J,I) =
A(J,I)*B(J,I)

ENDDO
ENDDO

DO I=1,1000
A(1,I) = A(1,I)*B(1,I)
A(2,I) = A(2,I)*B(2,I)
A(3,I) = A(3,I)*B(3,I)

ENDDO
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Fortran vector notation

• Fortran supports explicit vector syntax (like, 
e.g., also Matlab)

• But this is MUCH slower than loops! (semantic 
gap to hardware) ==> DON’T USE IT!

DO I=1,3
DO J=1,1000

A(J,I) =
A(J,I)*B(J,I)

ENDDO
ENDDO

A = A * B

A(:,:) = A(:,:) * B(:,:)

A(1:1000,1:3) = 
A(1:1000,1:3) * 
B(1:1000,1:3)

slowest

slow

Fastest (unless unrolled)

a bit slower

Memory issues

Automatic arrays

§ Local arrays in a subroutine (not arguments)
§ Size determined by an argument upon 

subroutine call 
§ Example: work1, work2 are automatic arrays – a,b not!

SUBROUTINE sub(n,a)  
IMPLICIT NONE  
INTEGER :: n  
REAL, DIMENSION(n,n), INTENT(INOUT) :: a  
REAL, DIMENSION(20,10) :: b
REAL, DIMENSION(n,n) :: work1  
REAL, DIMENSION(SIZE(a,1)) :: work2
...
END SUBROUTINE sub
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Automatic arrays

§ Automatic arrays are automatically allocated on 
subroutine entry and deallocated on exit

§ There is NO check if sufficient memory is 
available for automatic arrays!

§ If there is not enough (stack) memory, program 
execution terminates

§ Very difficult to find such an error in a parallel 
program, especially if only few (or one - and 
each time a different one) processors crash 

§ DO NOT USE AUTOMATIC ARRAYS

Heap/stack

§ Stack memory size is limited on most systems
§ Programs that should scale to large amounts of 

data must not store those data on the stack!
§ Local dynamic arrays in Fortran are on the stack
§ Check for this if programs crash for large data!

SUBROUTINE sub  
! This is stored in the stack memory
REAL, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: a  
ALLOCATE(a(LARGE_NUMBER))
...
END SUBROUTINE sub

Heap/stack

§ Place all dynamic data arrays into modules!

SUBROUTINE sub
USE module_sub_data
ALLOCATE(a(LARGE_NUMBER))  
...
END SUBROUTINE sub

MODULE module_sub_data
! This is stored in the heap memory
REAL, DIMENSION(:), ALLOCATABLE :: a  
...
END MODULE module_sub_data
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Heap/stack

§ Expressions using vector array notation are 
executed in stack memory

§ Use explicit DO loops! (it’s also faster…)

DO I=1,N
DO J=1,M

A(J,I) =
A(J,I)*B(J,I)

ENDDO
ENDDO

A(:,:) = A(:,:)*B(:,:)

Stack memory O(N*M)

Heap memory O(N*M)

Heap/stack

§ Array sub-sectioning along non-stride 
dimensions uses a temporary copy on the stack

§ Use not sub-section arrays

REAL, DIMENSION(3,n,n) :: work
CALL sub(work(1,:,:))
...
-------
SUBROUTINE sub(a)  
IMPLICIT NONE  
REAL, DIMENSION(n,n), INTENT(INOUT) :: a    
...
END SUBROUTINE sub

Memory stride

§ Leading dimension in memory is the FIRST one
§ Fortran uses Column Major memory layout
§ Like Matlab
§ Unlike C/C++

DO I=1,1000
DO J=1,30

A(I,J) =
A(I,J)*B(I,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

DO J=1,30
DO I=1,1000

A(I,J) = 
A(I,J)*B(I,J)

ENDDO
ENDDO

Stride 1 in memory
Read-ahead

Stride 1000 in memory
Cache misses
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Memory stride

§ Innermost loop over the first index
§ Unroll loops always over the first index
§ When in conflict with vector length, decide 

based on machine architecture (e.g. using 
#ifdef)

ALLOCATABLE vs. POINTER

§ Dynamically allocatable arrays come in two 
forms: 

§ Although syntactically identical in their use, they 
are not the same!

§ Prefer ALLOCATABLE over POINTER 
whenever possible, as they are faster! (less 
memory access, vectorizes)

REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), ALLOCATABLE :: work1  
REAL, DIMENSION(:,:), POINTER     :: work2

A warning about POINTERs

§ Loops over POINTER arrays do not vectorize!
§ Even if there are no syntactic loop-carried 

dependencies.
§ This is because the compiler does not know 

whether the POINTERs point to the same or to 
different memory locations.

§ With pointers, syntactic data independence 
does not imply semantic data independence!
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ALLOCATABLE vs. POINTER

§ In Fortran 90 POINTERs have to be used if the 
array is to be reallocated (resized) inside a 
subroutine (in F95/2003, this can also be done 
with ALLOCATABLEs)

§ In Fortran, all arrays are (C-style) pointers
§ Fortran always does a call by reference
§ On subroutine call, a local copy of the 

arguments is made

Subroutine call with ALLOCATABLE

Address
Start idx
End idx
Stride
…

A(start)  |  A(start+stride) | … | A(end-stride) | A(end)

DIMENSION(start:end:stride), ALLOCATABLE :: A

Address
Start idx
End idx
Stride
…

A(start)  |  A(start+stride) | … | A(end-stride) | A(end)

Memory leak
Dangling pointer

Subroutine call with POINTER

Address
Start idx
End idx
Stride
…

A(start)  |  A(start+stride) | … | A(end)

DIMENSION(start:end:stride), POINTER :: A

A(start)  |  A(start+stride) | … | A(end)

Pointer

Pointer

Reallocation works
Slower: read/write requires 3 memory accesses!


